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IRON COPPER SLAB AND TILE

Material
Sintered Compact Surface
Color
Rust
Stock Finishes
Satin
Stock Sizes
Slabs - 12mm, Slabs - 6mm+, 47.25 x 47.25 x 5mm
Durability/Uses
Exterior Cladding, Exterior Pavers, Interior Flooring, Interior Walls, Kitchen Counters, Other Counters
Flooring Application
Neolith offeres a wide variety of size, thickness and finish for its many colors in both slab and
tile formats. Not every color is available in every size, thickness or finish for a particular format.
When it comes to applications for different finishes, please note that Polished has a slightly
more limited set of applications. To see the full product availability matrix for Neolith, please
click here.
Maintainance
Neolith surfaces are extremely resistant to scratching and abrasions and feature incredibly low
porosity making it inherently stain resistant. Daily wear and tear are not a long term factor with
Neolith and its natural composition lends to its UV resistance and high heat tolerance. Neolith
resists harsh chemicals and cleaning agents such as bleach or ammonia but are not needed.
For daily cleaning, just wipe away your mess with soap and warm water.
**Polished Finish users, refer to the Polished Surfaces Manual by clicking this link**
Neolith surfaces are extremely resistant to scratching and abrasions and feature incredibly low
porosity making it inherently stain resistant. Daily wear and tear are not a long term factor with
Neolith and its natural composition lends to its UV resistance and high heat tolerance. Neolith
resists harsh chemicals and cleaning agents such as bleach or ammonia but are not needed.

For daily cleaning, just wipe away your mess with soap and warm water. Neolith is also NSF
Certified safe for food contact giving you further peace of mind.
**Polished Finish users, refer to the Polished Surfaces Manual by clicking this link**
Notes
NEOLITH is a high performance, large format, compact surface. A product with superior
physical and mechanical properties that meet and exceed every industry specification or
standard.

